
                                                        

(1) Fill in the blanks with the correct word or phrase. 

...................Carefulness could have saved the situation. 

(a) Alittle  

(b) Little  

(c) The Little  

(d) Less  

Ans:- (a) Alittle  

(2) Choose the alternative which is closest in meaning to the underlined in the following sentance. 

Everybody wonderd at his audacity.  

(a) Presence of mind  

(b) Wit  

(c) Confidence  

(d) Impudence  

Ans:- (c) Confidence  

(3) Choose the correct alternative of fill in the blank : 

The ........part the film was not very interesting.  

(a) Lte  

(b) Leter  

(c) Latter  

(d) Latest  

Ans:- (b) Leter  

(4) Choose the suitable verb form : The train ....... at 6.30 p.m everyday.  
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(a) arrives  

(b) will arrives  

(c) arriving  

(d) Would arriving  

Ans:- (a) arrives  

(5) Ladakh is colder than Kahsmir choose the correct the corect alternative with positive degree.  

(a) Kahsmir is not so cold as ladakh  

(b) Kashmir is less colder than Ladakh.  

(c) Ladakh is more colder than Kashmir.  

(d) Ladakh is colder compared Kashmir. 

Ans:- (a) Kahsmir is not so cold as ladakh  

(6) Select the correct antonym for noble.  

(a) disnoble  

(b) ennoble  

(c) ignoble  

(d) innoble  

Ans:- (c) ignoble  

(7) Remove ‘too’ from the sentance and select correct answer from that she cannot walk. 

She is too walk. 

(a) She was too weak that she can walk. 

(b) She is so weak that cannot walk  

(c) She is so weak that she san walk. 

(d) She is so weak to weak . 

Ans:- (b) She is so weak that cannot walk  

(8) Which is the correct direct speech of the following sentance ? 
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She says likes going to a seaside  

(a) She says, “I likes going to a seaside.” 

(b) She said, “She likes going to seaside”  

(c) She told, “she like going to the seaside” 

(d) She exclamimed, “She like going to the seaside.’’ 

Ans:- (a) She says, “I likes going to a seaside.” 

(9) Complete tyhe following sentance by choosing the correct conjuntion.  

Sema ran very fast ........ failed to reach on time.  

(a) and  

(b) although  

(c) but  

(d) because  

Ans:- (c) but  

(10) Fill in thge blank with the suitable article : 

Chh. Shivaji was .....great warrior.  

(a) the  

(b) an  

(c) a 

(d) none of the above  

Ans:-  (a) the  

(11) Fill in the blank with the approproite preposition : 

(a) on  

(b) at  

(c) up  

(d) in  
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Ans:-  

(12) Which is the corect passive voice of ‘’He kept me waiting ?’’ 

(a) I am kept wating by him.  

(b) I was kept waiting by him.  

(c) I have been kept waiting by him  

(b) I had been-Kept waiting by him  

Ans:- (b) I was kept waiting by him.  

(13) A person who studies causer orisin and nature of disease is known as .......... 

(a) Pathologist  

(b) Psychologist  

(c) Gynaccologist  

(d) Dermatologist  

Ans:- (a) Pathologist  

(14) Which one of the following alternatives is not Modal auxiliary ? 

(a) have to  

(b) aught to  

(c) must  

(d) have  

Ans:- (a) have to  

(15) I was not sure that it was you. (Remove negative) 

(a) it was not sure that it was you  

(b) It was sure that it was you.  

(c) It was unbelievable that it was you.  

(d) It was doubtful weather it was you.  

Ans:- (d) It was doubtful weather it was you.  
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(16) Choose the correct antonym of wet  

(a) moist  

(b) soaked  

(c) damp  

(d) dry  

Ans:- (d) dry 

(17) The plural of Criterion is : 

(a) criteria  

(b) criterians  

(c) criterianes  

(d) criteras  

Ans:- (d) criteras  

(18) Choose the incorrect alternative from the following.  

(a) as sweet as Mango.  

(b) As heavy as lead.  

(c) As wises as Salomon  

(d) As swimming fish  

Ans:- (c) As wises as Salomon  

(19) Fill in the blank with the correct world.  

He Jumped.... the well.  

(a) on  

(b) From  

(c) into  

(d) upon  

Ans:- (d) upon  
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(20) They finished the work yesterday. (Make Interrogative) 

(a) Do they finish the work yesterday ? 

(b) Did they finish the work yesterday ? 

(c) Hed they finished the work yesterday  

(d) Have they finished the work  yesterday ? 

Ans:- (b) Did they finish the work yesterday ? 
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